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EXTENDABILITY OF C. R. FUNCTIONS : A MICROLOCAL VERSION OF BOCHNER'S TUBE THEOREM by M. S. BAOUENDI
We present some recent results obtained jointly with F. Treves. Details and complete proofs can be found in [l] .
Let m and n be two positive integers, we shall denote by t = (t ,...,t ) the 1 m variable in 1R and by x = (x,,...,x ) the variable in 3R 11 . Let U be an open I n -connected set in 3R and (j) = ((}),...,(})) a Lipschitz continuous mapping U -» '3^ .
We consider the associated complex vector fields in U x .
We denote by z = z(t,x) the mapping U x ^n -> (S^ defined by z = (z, , . . . ,z ) .
1 n Definition 1 : Assume <() to be real analytic and let t° e U and x° e 3R 11 . The system3L = ( L . , . . . , L ) defined by (1) is said to be analytic hypoelliptic at (t ,x ) if and only if any distribution u in some open neighborhood 0) of (t ,x ) , such that L.u is analytic for j == l , . . . , m , is itself analytic in a possibly smaller open neighborhood 0)' of (t ,x°) .
Before giving a necessary and sufficient condition for the system Z, to be analytic hypoelliptic at (t ,x ) we state some simple reductions and remarks.
Remarks :
1.
In order to prove the analytic hypoe11ipticity of 3L it suffices to prove the analyticity of the solutions of the homogeneous equations
Since L (u-v) = 0 it suffices to show the analyticity of u -v. J 2.
We can restrict ourselves to the study of the C solutions of (3).
Indeed it can be easily proved [2] that any distribution solution of (3) where h 1 is of class C and also solution of (3).
3.
In order to prove the analytic hypoellipticity of 3L, at (t ,x ) it suffices to show that if h is a C solution of (3) We consider the "tubold" of (t
Definition 2 : A function u defined on the set z(B) is said to be Lipschitz continuous if its pull-back via z, 5 = u o z is Lipschitz continuous on ^ = U x V.
Moreover u is said to be a C.R. function if S satisfies (3) in U x v.
Observe that the push via z of L., 1 < j < m is given by (a) For every distribution h defined in some neighborhood of (t°,x°) and satisfying (3) (x ,£; ) is not in the analytic wave-front set of h (defined by (4)).
(b) t is not a local minimum of the function t ^ (()(t).^°.
(0, E°) is in the analytic wave-front set of h (x) = (x.^0) 3^2 .
The proof of (b) => (a) is an easy corollary of the following more general result : 
sup |(})(t) | < r, t€y
t€y t€y
Then if h is any Lipschitz continuous solution of (3) which is a one form on U depending on y.
Integrating (8) by parts with respect to t and y and using (2) we obtain In order to show that (0,£;°) is not in the analytic wave front set of h , it suffices to show that the estimate (10) |I (x,0| < c e"'^'ô with C > 0, holds for (x,£;) in a conic neighborhood of (0,^°) (see Sjbstrand [ 3 ] ) .
Assumptions (5), ( 6 ) , (7) and (3) allow us to find £ > 0 and K > 0 so that estimates of the form (10) hold for I(x,^) and I^(x^) ; thus the desired estimate (10) follows from ( 9 ) .
Other remarks
-
The microlocal results of this paper can yield holomorphic extendability of C.R. functions not only to full neighborhood of a point in z W in (t^, but also to open sets of (£ whose boundary contains part of z(ft).
